
SAMPLE READING CONTEXT: Veronica is currently single and wishes to know what is 
ahead for her romantically and what she can do to attract a love in her highest in best good.

LOVE READING 
FOR

Veronica

Thank you for your requesting your Love Reading! I feel privileged to be a part 
of your journey. I don’t just see this as a reading – I’m YOUR reader. I believe we 
enter into an energy exchange with each other as querent and reader and this is a 
beautifully open and generous channel.

Please note that all futures referenced in this reading are possible futures and are 
not set in stone. If you do not feel in resonance with any portion of this reading, 
you always have the power to impact the outcome. 

Think of divination as driving at night: Lenormand cards in this reading (the 
single image cards read in combinations) act as headlights, illuminating more of 
the possible future than you could see with your naked eye. Tarot cards assist 
you in determining how you would like to navigate the terrain in front of you. If 
you have any questions about your reading, you are always welcome to email 
me at: emily@emilyrosedivination.com  



What do the next 6 months have in store for your romantic life?

!              !              !  
TREE SHIP BEAR  

!              !              !  
HOUSE STORK STARS  

!              !              !  
ANCHOR BOOK CROSS  



What do the next 6 months have in store for your romantic life?
What your cards are saying:

With the Tree in the first position, you are in a beautiful growth state. This growth 
prompted a physical move in which you now feel secure in your home. This new home 
enables you to root down so you are able to grow out into the world. From this 
foundation, you are in a change state in other areas of your life. This new home 
provides stability and frees up energy for you to begin determining what you want in 
the future.

The undercurrent of your current situation is that you are learning that this structure 
you have built in your life brings stability, but also a rigidness that almost becomes a 
burden on your future. You begin to learn that while you live in this same regimented 
way, you may not have the life you desire romantically as these two forces are opposed. 

This beautiful self-growth journey you are on involves understanding what you are 
afraid of when it comes to love. What are you afraid of when it comes to love? This is 
the most important question to address when it comes to cultivating a rich romantic life. 

Since there are no romantic cards (Heart/Ring/Moon) in this reading, it doesn’t seem 
that love is in your immediate future if you were to continue on the same path you are 
on now.

Let’s now look at the energies you are currently emitting to see how you can increase 
your receptiveness to love. 



What is the energy you are currently emitting?

Card Pulled:  The Hanged Man
In your life, you may have set up restrictions and boundaries 
for yourself and you are now bound by your own creations. 
Others may see you as mostly solitary and as a martyr for a 
higher mission. Potential partners may not see a place where 
they can fit into your life. Although you may be generous with 
your energy in many parts of your life (professionally, with 
family etc.) you may not be emitting this same generous energy 
to potential partners. 

What energy are you receiving from the world?

Card Pulled:  Justice, Reversed
The Justice Card is asking you to look logically at your life 
and see how a partner could fit. Where could a potential 
partner fit in your life? You may have notions about what 
a partner should or shouldn’t be when you may not have 
proof these traits are good or bad. Since this card is 
reversed, you may not receive what you seek until you are 
able to accept your current state of affairs and recognize 
that your status quo is not attracting the partner you 
would like. 

How can you attract a love 
that is in your best and highest good?

Card Pulled:  Son of Cups
There is a burst of creative energy that is coming your way! You 
may be called to try a creative class, start a new project, or 
experience synchronous dreams. Pay attention; you may wish to 
start a dream journal and record these synchronicities. The Page of 
Cups represents renewed energy and beginnings. Enthusiasm and 
openness are necessary. Try new things, flex your creative muscles, 
and tune into your subconscious! These things can attract an 
amazing potential partner



What part of your nature can you nurture to 
receive the love you desire?

Card Pulled:  Father of Cups
Although Son of Cups may attract the partner, you may 
need to practice Father of Cups energy to receive the love 
that may be offered. It is time to balance your mind with 
your emotions. As a methodical person, it can be scary to 
open to new love and potential hurt, but this card arose as a 
reminder you are balanced and capable of handling 
anything; the King of Cups can be emotionally generous 
without falling off his throne into the water. You are rooted 
physically and emotionally, and not knocked off-kilter easily 

by a potential lover. 

What can you do today to expand the energy 
you receive and emit to attract an ideal 
partner?

Card Pulled:  Seven of Pentacles
It’s time to put in work in the love department. Our culture 
perpetuates the idea that love is serendipitous, but effort 
must be continuously spent to meet your potential person 
and foster a relationship. As the Page of Cups suggested, 
trying new creative outlets that bring out your playful, 
open nature could create an environment to meet someone. 
You may not meet your person today, but trying new things 
and being open can have a large payoff. Think of your long-
term vision, put in the work, and perhaps that world will    
add a pinch of magic to brew you some serendipity!


